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Dtagga

background

	The Dtagga were spider dragons.  They were well known as allies of the Shannella and were 
symbiotic.  The Dtagga had their origins earlier in the galactic time frame than any other species.  
The Dtagga evolved while chaos stuff was still a major part of the material world, billions of years 
prior to the civilizations of the Cusp.  Chaos shaping and use was a natural part of their metabolisms.

	The Dtagga norns bound most of the race into suspension while the universe aged.  Some of 
the Dtagga were without the suspension and passed into history.  The rest were awoken by Shannella 
explorers.

	The Dtagga were powerful shapechangers and chaos shapers.  Skilled diplomats, assassins 
and spies, they bred prolifically with other races, though slowly within their own race.

	They were extremely loyal and very pragmatic.  "Need drives" is a favorite saying.

life cycle

	There were three ways that Dtagga were born.  The first was in-species breeding.  Dtagga 
were fertile with each other only with great luck or with large masses of chaos available to fuel 
conception.

	Second, Dtagga could interbreed with any gene using species.  The resulting off-spring were 
members of the "other" with Dtagga genes existing as tag-ends.  When random combinations raised 
the level of Dtagga gene tags to 95% of the genes or more, a Dtagga resulted that was 100% 
genetically Dtagga.

	Third, Dtagga could cast shadows.  The shadow casting resulted in a combination of the 
screen and the Dtagga.  The shadow would be 75% of half of the Dtagga and 75% of half of the 
screen.  The results were somewhat random.  If the shadow was able to integrate the personality 
fragments, obtain sufficient will to become real, and grow into a full body, it became a real Dtagga 
and an independent life.

	Naturally born Dtagga spent thirty weeks in their eggs.  When they broke through the shells 
they were a meter long and about as sentient as new-born crocodiles.  The young spent twelve to 
fifteen years growing to three meters as non-sentient reptiles.  
     
	They then experienced quickening and began to assimilate chaos and form shadow 
extensions.  Over a fifteen to twenty year period they became sentient and grew to full size.

	The sentient and full sized Dtagga were then inducted into society and taught and nurtured 
by such as found time.  Often Shannella took over these duties.
race magics

	The Dtagga had the spider dragon form and other forms dependent on breeding, exposure and 
personal whim.  (CHA + POW) /20 = the total number of natural forms each Dtagga had.  (e.g.  with 
a CHA of 18 and a POW of 20 the Dtagga would have 1.9 or two natural forms, Dtagga spider 
dragon and one other).

	The Dtagga also could bind chaos into shaped forms.  The number of bio-shaped forms was 
equal to (CHA+POW+INT)/20 and averaged about three.  The possible bio-shaping included: 
light wings ~ 			chaos shaping of transport

protective aura ~ 		chaos shaping of defense/armor
                 			Kinetic/Radiation/Electric defense as chosen

shadow talons~ 		chaos shaping of attack/weapon
               			STR=DEX, all other requisites rolled

shapechanging~ 		chaos shaping of desire, 50% of CON 
                			dedicated to shapechanging, 50% to
                			regeneration, 20 pt cost for regenerate
                			d6/ten minutes, 1 shape per 10 pts assigned
                			to INT of chaos shaping.

demon sight~    		chaos shaping of knowledge, focused through
                			third eye, limited to visual effects and
                			seeing in dark, seeing invisible.

force breath~  		chaos shaping of attack/weapon  SIZ = STR
                			SIZ = one meter3 area per 10 pt of SIZ
                			STR = d6 of breath attack per 10 pt of STR

	The Dtagga also knew words of power that fathers' genetically transmitted to sons.  These 
are all lost.  The range was equal to (CHA + INT) in meters.  <note, James Key knows three of these 
and could teach them to children if he had any>.

	Shadow casting.  (Source + shade)/2 = each requisite.  Randomly select chaos shadows, each 
will grow 1 point per week (unless aided by Shannella sorcery).  Randomly select half of each 
"parent"'s skills and give the shadow 75% of each skill.

	The shadow will become 10% "real" or independent for each point of will it spends.  At 10 
points of will it becomes a separate Dtagga and is no longer a shadow.

	Dtagga society was very loose, rarely comprising more than two or three organized 
individuals.  

	The Shannella gave the Dtagga structure, raised their off-spring, organized hunting territories, 
gathered and shaped chaos for the Dtagga benefit, and organized protection from natural Dtagga 
enemies (i.e. the Partha).  The two races naturally formed a deep partnership.

	Note that many Dtagga were found wherever their genes entered a population.  Such could 
arise without the involvement of the Shannella and were often turned to unprincipled uses.

	For notes on Dtagga form immortality, see James Key.

racial statistics

SIZ  8+2d6
STR  12+2d6
CON  12+2d6
CHA  6+3d6
APP  3d6
DEX  8+2d6
INT  8+2d6
POW  12+2d6 SAN  {(POW + INT)/2}*5%
WIL  1d6
LUC  1d6*
PTS  1d3
*luck is a PC characteristic only.

play notes

	Most Dtagga will be randomly occurring gene-descendants.  They will have no racial 
memories, no guidance and lurking natural enemies (i.e. the Partha conspiracy).  Suddenly, without 
warning, the individual will experience strange dreams, shapeshifting to a frightening form, and slow 
growth of shaped chaos.  Strength and other requisites will change and (generally) improve.

	It can be a frightening and dangerous time.  Worse, gene-descendants are randomly created 
and born into households with no warning or expectation.  While generally manifesting at the end 
of adolescence, gene-descendants can manifest at any time after puberty.

	This is a force re-awakened by the change in the world that is profoundly in need of 
channeling.

